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Abstract 
TRIZ theory is largely based on patent’s observation, and as we’ve learned from TRIZ, key issues (amongst others) like 
automatic contradiction extraction, accurately estimate a patent's level of Inventiveness, are still to be efficiently addressed. An 
evident bottleneck lies in the necessary cross disciplinary research to be undertaken between data/text mining algorithms, Design 
theories and methodologies and psychological aspects of creativity. This paper is firstly proposing to summarize key 
contributions and major research bottlenecks in patents usage in the scope of TRIZ-related practices. Then a positioning between 
TRIZ and our Inventive Design Method is exposed. A third part reports on our contribution, it consist in a framework aiming at 
extracting and representing know-how of domain experts and populating an already constructed Ontology of Inventive Design. 
This framework is using the notion of problem graph and polycontradictions. All these processes are discussed in order to 
interface with our software prototype: TRIZAcquisition. 
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1. Introduction 
When applying Inventive Design Techniques on complex situation, the first and principal stage on which a study 
team needs to concentrate is the analysis of Initial Situation. During this stage the goal is to collect all potentially 
useful information for characterizing the sum of problems existing in the explored domain. 
Two principal locations of these informations exist:  
y Tacit or explicit know-how of experts located in their mind.  
y Documents, on which information relative to the domain has once been complied, among them internal 
report, scientific papers or patents. 
In this paper we first draw a state of the art of various contributions useful in our sense to highlight both bottlenecks 
ahead of researches in patent mining for TRIZ and known solutions available in literature of knowledge engineering. 
Then, we present a methodology starting from patents and aiming at populating an ontology of Inventive Design 
already built and presented in another paper [1]. 
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1.1. Patents as a potential location of knowledge residency 
Patents have ever been a potential source of knowledge location according to their observers. Around existing 
technologies to provide either free or payment access to patent databases, the output is often a re-treatment of 
surface data’s (summaries, charts, maps, tables,). This is mostly due to the fact that only such data’s are easy to 
consider while the most interesting aspects of patents are often hidden inside texts sometimes associated to their 
meaning and therefore encounter difficulties in being treated.  
1.2. Text mining do exists but rarely apply on patents  
Due the particular matter of the texts in patent, linguistic engineering tools are not very efficient. Most of the 
works that aim at extracting knowledge from patents are based on quantitative technics and try to exhibit trends. 
Some works try to analyse the text in a particular domain in order to extract the knowledge of this domain, to find 
the most interesting concepts and finally to build an ontology [2]. 
1.3. Previous work 
Since TRIZ starts to be revealed to western world (early ninetees), researchers specialized in text mining have 
seen a potential axis of research aiming at enhancing the use of TRIZ within various contexts. As some results have 
been published we observe a classification of researches along four axes: 
Axis one (Assisting/facilitating TRIZ studies):  
The most prolific research theme is undoubtadly the enhancement of TRIZ studies though a more efficient use of 
patent in the logic of organizing invention means. For instance, Cascini [3] is searching contradictions in patents to 
ease contradiction formulation stage in a TRIZ project. In the same direction but using an already formulated 
Contradiction and Inventive Principles, Liang [4] is searching in patent databases. For education purposes, Ishihama 
[5] is using patents for training student to TRIZ. As the issue to make an efficient use of patent in a TRIZ study is 
crucial, Loh [6] proposes an automatic classification of patents to ease the consultation and then retrieval in a TRIZ 
context. The association with quality based methods is also investigated by Verhaegen in [7] where he associates 
TRIZ trends to functions. The means for collaborating in invention situation is also investigated by Soo [8]. In this 
direction patents are considered through an ontology that clarifyes patents concepts and their relationships. Finally, 
Ideality evlaluation metrics are proposed by Regazzoni [9] and Tate [10] as Ideality remains an important notion in 
TRIZ framework.    
Axis two (Assisting intellectual property strategy):  
As one of the major concerns in innovative firms, intellectual property lacks of management policies to produce, 
observe, reinvest or simply manage patents both from your own company and those from your competitors and 
beyond. In that direction, Cong [11] proposes to facilitate patent classification with the help of TRIZ’s inventive 
principles and in such, easing relationships between principles and related patents. In terms of protection, Guan [12] 
is pointing on specific patents declared as “important” or worthwhile important based on TRIZ. In the same 
direction, Hung [13] is also using TRIZ techniques to design around a specific patent in an organized way. 
Measurement issues are also brought forward by Lai [14] though a performance indicator using citations 
observation. Zhang [15] is also on this line of using TRIZ but emphasize on a wider impact of TRIZ on intellectual 
property enhancement.   
Axis three (Revealing TRIZ Ontology components): 
Very few papers shows tentatives to reach generic concepts as those that are needed in the context of the TRIZ 
for instance the contradictions [16]. This is a difficult problem due to the fact that only a few percents of patents 
(20%) are inventive and that contradictions are rarely clearly expressed. Normally a contradiction must show two 
dual alternatives and generally only once is expressed because the other is implicit. More over there are multiple 
ways to express contradictions by the use of adjectival antonyms or by the use of verbal antonyms or by opposite 
constructions situated at two different locations in the patent.   
Axis four (Assisting forecasting techniques):  
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Several authors have also investigated the potential use of TRIZ techniques in order to assist forecasting 
problematics. Zhang [17] evaluates the maturity of a product prior to design decisions. In the same current of 
thought, Zhang [18] has investigated technology evolutionary potential using graphics obtained after patent mining.   
All these researches constitute currently a trend in TRIZ-associates research orientations that will undoubtedly 
bring, in a near future, useful insights for Computer Aided Innovation tools. Nevertheless, some current 
problematics still needs to be adressed as they appear to us as unsolved bottlenecks in this research area. 
2. Research bottlenecks in patent mining and expert knowledge extraction and representation for inventive 
design use 
2.1. First bottleneck: Unaccessible languages or badly scanned patents 
Designers that need to consult patents want to have access to them the more exhaustively as possible. So they 
want software tools able to cope with all language and in particular with Chinese for wich tools are not as developed 
as for indo-europeans languages. As a matter of fact the features of Chinese are very particular: this is a tonal 
language (a change in tone change the meaning of a word), it has no flexions nor for verbs neither for nouns, they 
have a special use of particles which are used to encode the time, the aspect and the mode of the verb. Analog 
problems are set by the wish to use Japanese patents. 
A second limitation in the automatic text analysis is a lack of free availability of full text patents (in txt or rtf or 
doc file). Some patents (especially old ones) are badly scanned and result in addition of noise in the treatment. If we 
use recent pdf, automatic OCR is often provided but will still produce noise in word recognition. 
2.2. Second bottleneck: Notion of multidisciplinary in covering specific domains 
Asking key actors in a project to share the same model of Knowledge representation has been one of the 
bottlenecks of our investigations. As an example, text mining will display the sense given to words by the sum of 
writers. But this sense will not be representative of a corporate vision. As a result, engineering proposals might be 
rejected by marketing or by development or manufacturing since their vision of the problem differs. 
Each designer involved in a project represents a "perspective" on the product, [19]. Each of these views comes 
from a step in the lifecycle of the product. As [20] reminds all players included in the project are responsible for 
creating the product, by the interaction of different views and a parallel interventions. Such cooperation and 
collaboration between experts has also been explored in [21]. These researches have covered this problematic, but 
the multidisciplinary aspects are still under investigated in terms of research. 
2.3. Third bottleneck: Different conceptual systems for different experts 
Here we would like to point out the difficulty brought by the various knowledge providers and the rules for 
entering this knowledge into the proposed framework. The literature in Knowledge Engineering proposes different 
approaches to deal with knowledge acquisition from different sources. Even if these approaches have been 
developed with the goal of managing human experts, they can be used for building shared expertise models coming 
from texts, and in particular, patents. 
When patents come from different fields, the risk of having contradictory recommendations coming from the 
different sources is low, while we may have complementary points of view.  
But, as we intent to work with knowledge sources coming from close domains, that risk is high and, therefore, we 
need tools to manage these differences. 
We have observed in literature that different conceptual systems have been compared. They classify the kinds of 
conflicts that may appear and propose strategies for solving these conflicts.  
Gaines [22] proposes a methodology for knowledge acquisition from a panel of experts, taking into consideration 
their different conceptual systems.  
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y Consensus: Experts use the same term for the same concepts. Consensus shows the existence of a shared 
conceptual sub-system among the experts. 
y Conflict: Experts use the same term for different concepts. Conflict indicates disagreements because the 
different terms may be used in different ways by the experts. 
y Correspondence: Experts use different terms for the same concepts. Correspondence may mean that there 
are possible divergences on the appropriate term to use for a concept. 
y Contrast: Experts use different concepts for different concepts. Contrast demonstrates that the conceptual 
subsystems are not shared and, therefore, they can’t lead to divergences. Contrast may indicate that experts 
possibly have different domain expertises. 
2.4. Fourth bottleneck: Managing expertise conflicts 
Several kinds of conflicts may appear after Dieng [23] 
y Because of the using of different terminologies: Experts use different terms to designate the same concepts 
or use the same term to designate different concepts. 
y Because of different but compatible conceptualisations: Experts manipulate different concepts but non 
contradictory and the hierarchies of the associated concepts are compatible and might be integrated is 
needed. 
y Because of different and incompatible conceptualisations: The concepts hierarchies of the experts are 
incompatible because contradictions might prevent integration. 
y Because of different but compatible reasoning mechanisms: These conflicts appear when, for the same 
problem, experts use different resolution method s but permitting to arrive to the same result. 
y Because of different and incompatible reasoning mechanisms: These conflicts appear when experts use 
different resolution method leading to different results. 
These conflicts might appear because experts evolve in different context, or because some of them use a 
scientific reasoning while the others an empirical one. Apparent conflicts might be solved by adding contextual 
information that shows the incompatible reasoning that appears in different contexts. In the case of expertise 
conflicts, several different strategies may be adopted for solving them. 
y The most important generalisation strategy: In case of conflict, the knowledge engineer will give priority to 
the most general knowledge. In the direct strategy, the knowledge engineer strictly respects what has been 
done by, at least, one expert. In the indirect strategy, the knowledge engineer may, if needed, look for a 
common generalisation for two conflictive points of view (this generalisation is not possible is this conflict 
is, in fact, a contradiction).  
y The specialisation strategy: The most specialized knowledge will be kept and integrated in the final model. 
y The conceptualisation strategy: The knowledge engineer favours the most abstract knowledge, in 
comparison to knowledge based on examples. 
y The instantiation strategy: Knowledge coming from examples is the one that is favoured. 
y The competence strategy: The knowledge engineer favours knowledge coming from the most skilful expert, 
at least for a (sub) domain. 
y The consensus strategy: Only consensual knowledge is kept; that is, experts have to agree on them. 
3. Initial Situation Analysis based on Patents observation: first steps 
Translating experts know-how into a problem graph 
The problem graph syntax and rules for building has already been introduced in [24]. It relies on verbal syntaxes 
used by anyone since the age of 5. Therefore this model of expression is universal and non-discipline dependant. As 
a solution to bottleneck 1 and 2 we therefore propose to use linguistic syntax common to all domains and all 
viewpoints (figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Generic model for problem graph construction. 
 
As an example to illustrate figure 1, we can use the following excerpt of a classical engineering situation:  
Expert 1 assertion: “I believe Luxury Perfume bottles are wasting inefficiently glass since they are too thick. As 
a result they are expensive and the manufacturing processes are carrying too much weight so as when they are 
transported to the client.” 
Expert 2 reaction: “You’re wrong! Since clients think what is heavy is robust and what seems robust is luxury, 
the extra weight is not a problem. Regarding manufacturing processes our machines are way underexploited, 
therefore, whether the perfume bottle is heavy or light doesn’t matter.” 
Reformulating stage 
The discussion between the two experts is already featuring contradictory arguments. After using the template 
proposed in [24] for reformulating, we obtain, using our software prototype TRIZAcquisition V3.8.2, the partial 
problem graph presented figure 2. 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Partial view of a problem graph. 
 
Populating stage 
The article published by Aymar [25] deals with narrow neck press and blow process. In its abstract, we can read: 
“The narrow neck press and blow (NNPB) process was introduced to gain better control over glass distribution 
in the container. The improved control over glass distribution has enabled significant reduction in glass weight of 
up to 33% without adversely affecting the mechanical performance of the container.” 
After using our algorithm presented and published in [16] we have extracted the additional elements presented 
table 1, they constitute missing elements to potentially complete the graph presented in figure 2. 
 
Term or expression in the text Reformulation/ syntaxic association 
Ontology’s 
location 
The narrow neck… container. harmonize glass distribution using PSx 
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NNPB 
The improved… container. enable weight reduction using NNPB PSy 
…significant reduction in glass weight of up to 33%... Weight EPn 
without adversely affecting the mechanical performance 
of the container Mechanical resistance EPm 
 
Table 1: Partially extracted data’s. 
 
Validating stage 
The figure 2 has been updated and partially populated using data’s obtained in Table 1. It constituted a new 
problem graph version (presented figure 3) that is to be discussed for being validated. In addition, potential conflict 
(bottleneck 3, 4) is treated using Concensus strategy. This has somehow lenghten the problem formulation phase and 
reduced the information quantity (therefore model accuracy) but considerably ease the co-validation of assertions. 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Updated problem graph. 
 
Then, in order to validate the accuracy of the overall model, each problem and each partial solution is derivated 
into parameters (either of action or evaluation). We can, at this stage, be confident that accuracy of formulation will 
be sufficient since in the derivation stage there is a second opportunity for experts to go deeper in the problem 
parametrization. For a deeper and exhaustive study, the reader may refer to our complete algorithm presented figure 
4. 
3.1. When and how an assertion is eligible for being integrated in the shared model? 
As it was expressed in the previous section, we are using a “consensus strategy” for accepting any input in the 
problem graph. In order to reduce the time for building each assertion, we have asked domain experts to accept the 
following guidelines prior to consider submitting an input. An input is valid: 
y When it is respectful with the syntax. 
y When the assertion finds its place in the existing model. 
y When no objections are made by other knowledge providers. 
3.2. How to consider the model is complete? 
Then, to avoid spending useless time in building a problem graph, we needed to setup rule for considering when a 
graph was sufficiently completed. Three major situations are acting as indicators to shows us that we are close to the 
end of the graph construction time: 
y When new assertions are coming in with a lower rhythm.  
y When providers are confident with the fact that key problems are in the model. 
y When a lower rhythm of objections arrives from domain experts. 
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3.3. How to improve the process using patents? 
In a patent, several data necessary to populate Inventive Design Ontology (IDO) are hidden or knowledge are 
scattered in the text. While ontology of Inventive Design has already been published [1], we would like to 
concentrate in this paper on how patents might populate this ontology. 
The figure 4 is representing an overall structure of our process. The flowchart shows that two parallel tracks of 
knowledge source (origin) populate in parallel the IDO. In order not to interfere between the two lines and to avoid 
redundancies in the collected elements, a process is exposed in the flowchart. It consists in asking expert at a 
specific stage of the model construction to validate or eliminate what is automatically brought by the patent mining 
line. But the novelty of this process resides in the semi-automatic populating issue brought by patent mining. Firstly, 
thanks to the organized nature of patents, it is possible to use their structure to search a specific knowledge in a 
specific section. So we note that: 
y Problems are often found in the part “State of the Art (or Background)”. Moreover the most important 
inconvenient of the artefact are listed first; it describes the inconvenient of the "typical" (passed) systems. 
Inconvenient are marked by a certain set of words as: disable, damage, disadvantage, loss, error, risk, 
undesirable, fail, difficult. 
y Partial solutions are often in the part which explains the goals of the invention; mainly the ones intended to 
eliminate the problems mentioned before. This section is generally titled "claims" in the patents. In a 
technical system, among the numerous elements that compose the artefact, we are only interested in those 
that are going through a change. This change indicates the evolution of the artefact.  
y Parameters have values that may have positive or negative influences. It is often remarked that the three 
items of the triplet <parameter, value, element> are present together. 
y Elements are often expressed by nouns and compound nouns in patent, but there are plenty of compounds 
and they must be filtered. For example, they must be used in sentence which express that they can vary 
Parameters are either complement of nouns, or nouns expressing a property or a characteristic of an 
element that can be modified. 
y Values are often expressed by adjectives or verbs .ex ...have bodies of an aluminium alloy of high( value) 
"heat conductivity" (parameter). 
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Figure 4: Global flowchart of our methodology for combining expert and patent knowledge extraction into a problem graph. 
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When a patent is explored, our current algorithm provides 32% of accuracy [16]. Therefore, there is still a need 
for human involvement in the data’s storage. Multiple patents exploration may be either appropriate, either bringing 
additional noise. Therefore it is important to consider only patents describing the domain. Another problem is 
therefore to select a given set of patents as being relevant i.e. as covering the domain. Engineer’s time is precious 
and analysing an important set of patents referring to a specific one might be a waste of time. A problem is to 
establish a strategy to select patents representative of sub domains and containing problems linked to the main 
problems i.e. the main contradiction that originates the problem. In addition, even if a patent is a knowledge source 
for the domain, the knowledge contained in patents covers a small angle of view in the domain. It will be interesting 
to complete this kind of knowledge by adding knowledge extracted from others written sources, industrial and 
technical reports. 
4. Discussions 
Our methodology has yet only been tested on a single case study. Therefore it is difficult at this stage to claim 
any definitive result. They must be confirmed by at least another set of five to ten tests. Nevertheless, we have 
observed that the process is speeding up Analysis of Initial Situation stage while reinforcing the robustness of the 
representation of domain’s problems in adding elements haven’t been disclosed within domain expert’s questioning. 
On the other hand, the exhaustively of domain knowledge coverage was not possible to guarantee since it was not 
possible to explore foreign languages. The only known solution to this resides in using automatic translators but they 
provide poorly exploitable results. When searching for contradictions, we needed to add non-existent terms when 
trying to disclose the opposite side of a halfly formulated contradiction. This brought us to use antonym dictionary, 
brings additional noise and results in time consumption to re-treat the terms (not much more efficient to introduce 
the antonym ourselves). 
In the near future, we wish to improve the relevance of our filters in constituting a thesaurus for a targeted 
language (linked to the domain competition status). In order also to improve the sharing and the construction 
process, we envisage building a distant knowledge capture system (using distant server for knowledge model 
residence). This project is under investigation with rules treating the eligibility and conflicting situations. 
5. Conclusions 
The formalization of TRIZ-based research and developments aims at making the use of TRIZ always more 
pragmatic in order to provoke an easier mass adoption of TRIZ-derivated techniques in industry. Software 
developments from the first decade of TRIZ’s awareness in western world have shown their limits. Especially since 
they attempted to penetrate industries in offering commercial solutions after listening to engineers or market demand 
and trying to compromise between these demands and what TRIZ was originally defending in its theoretical 
proposal to Design world. As a result, TRIZ philosophy has been more and more left aside in the strategy since it 
was not providing fast revenues. We now (in the second decade) observe new research orientations, respectful to 
TRIZ groundings, proposing computable results in support to TRIZ studies. Our proposed framework is only a step 
(one among others) in contribution to Computer Aided Innovation communities. It intend to aggregate or at least 
clarify its position compared to other proposals targeting the same goals.  
Finally, we would like to generalize our contribution in placing some of its aims within the evolution of 
engineering Design practices in Industry. So far, innovation became a fuzzy word, brought forward in many places, 
but rarely accompanied by processes of robust implementation. This contribution is aiming at offering a pragmatic 
way for conducting inventive Design activities in relation with an innovation policy within a company through a 
method dedicated for R&D departments and their innovatively aimed projects. 
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